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How the American Library Association Created a New Porn
Craze
Making porn in the library. Warning: graphic language, but images have been censored.
(all images at link)
by Megan Fox
While researching how public libraries became a popular spot for weirdos to go and watch porn
(especially child porn) on free, untraceable WiFi, I discovered something truly hideous. There is
an entire community out there who film themselves masturbating in libraries (usually while
watching porn on publicly funded WiFi) and then upload these videos to porn sites. People are
making porn in public libraries.
Don’t take my word for it; go to any porn site and type in “library” in the search function
(preferably on your own WiFi at home where there are no children present). But I warn you, it’s
gag-inducing. But even so, I do believe it’s important to know what’s potentially lurking at your
public library.
The American Library Association is to blame for this. They have adopted such a radical
position against censorship of any kind (unless it’s censorship of the Second Amendment) that
they actively promote porn watching in public libraries that leads to the making of pornography
on publicly funded WiFi. The ALA has been voted consistently on the list of the Dirty Dozen,
twelve organizations that are the biggest purveyors of porn in America as compiled by
PornHarms.com.
There are those of you out there who will say the ALA is not actively pushing porn and that it is
a side effect of freedom. You’re wrong. Judith Krug, the person solely responsible for the ALA’s
pro-porn position, didn’t even want to censor bestiality! (These are the same librarians who
censor conservative books and websites like White Girl Bleed A Lot, btw.) Krug was not afraid to
voice her thoughts on “censorship.”
Blocking material leads to censorship. That goes for pornography and bestiality, too. If you don’t
like it, don’t look at it…. Every time I hear someone say, I want to protect the children, I want to
pull my hair out.
Parents who would tell their children not to read Playboy don’t really care about their kids
growing up and learning to think and explore. (9/18/95 Citizen, quoting Judith Krug)
Because protecting children is so 1950s. Grow up, kids! Seeing a little goat sex or a creep
fondling himself while staring at you won’t hurt you. And if it does, it’s your parents’ problem,
not publicly paid employees who are supposed to be seeing to the general welfare.
The ALA has so tied the hands of library personnel over this issue that many library staffers look
the other way instead of call police like they should when men are doing what men do when they
watch porn (just like at the Orland Park Public Library). If they call the police on sex offenses in
the library then it shines a spotlight on what they are doing to attract these types of people to

their buildings, and the last thing they want is more sunlight on exactly what library policy is in
regards to sexually graphic material online.
This is not to say that all libraries have enslaved themselves to the ALA. Two-thirds of American
libraries have ignored the ALA guidelines entirely and simply blocked pornographic material,
which is in their right to do and is constitutionally protected as of US v. ALA in 2003, in which
the Supreme Court ruled that the internet is simply an extension of the book stack and libraries
have a right and a duty to choose what is appropriate for their patrons. But, one third of libraries
are run by radicals who wish to win favor with the ALA, including grants and awards for being
the bearers of “intellectual freedom.” (That’s what they’re calling bestiality and child porn these
days at the ALA.)
The ALA pretends they are in charge of libraries, not the public that pays for them. And when
the public complains about the easy access to child porn on unfiltered computers, the ALA sends
out their attorneys to lie to the public and tell them libraries must provide all pornography or
they’ll be sued and most people, like cows, just believe them. They’re fancy lawyers, after all.
When will communities stop buying the lies? The ALA is a radical left-wing organization that is
standing up for perverts to watch X-rated material and then masturbate while filming it on free
WiFi a few aisles over from your child. It’s time for the ALA to be considered a criminal
organization.

